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Why are they still Visits?
What is a ‘Visit’ actually defining? Using the contention that “In order for protocol SoAs to improve
operational efficiency their component parts need clearer definition”, are visits a “planned
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<something> between a study team/sponsor/site staff/investigator and the patient/participant
research subject where planned activities/tasks/jobs are to occur?
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Figure 2: Schematic showing some of the relationships between key users of the schedule of activities.

Figure 2: Schematic showing some of the relationships between key users of the schedule of
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For example,
the order of SoA as defined in the protocol is highly study-team-centric. The figure (Fig
3) below shows how the order of activities in the protocol is not an optimal order for the study site.
A simple re-ordering of the activities to reflect the type of activity, the site staff involved and the
practical recognition that ECG, X-Ray and CT-Scan are conducted in a separate part of the building
should be possible if SoA are to automatically support site operations.
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For example, the order of SoA as defined in the protocol is highly study-team-centric. The figure
(Fig 3) below shows how the order of activities in the protocol is not an optimal order for the study
site. A simple re-ordering of the activities to reflect the type of activity, the site staff involved and
the practical recognition that ECG, X-Ray and CT-Scan are conducted in a separate part of the
building should be possible if SoA are to automatically support site operations.

Figure 3: Studies requested activities as presented in the protocol (left) and re-ordered (right) as they might be scheduled by a
Figure 3: Studies requested activities as presented in the protocol (left) and re-ordered (right)
study site to optimise tasks and assign the correct qualified resource to the tasks.
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• ‘Understand’ the SoA meaning with additional explanation (semantic interoperability)
Generate consistent views on the SoA, whatever view is required
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under various study subject situations with no ambiguity surrounding when a subject may drop-out
nor the activities required thereafter. Using the same machine-readable definition, the associated
An
Example
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(Figure 5) shows the unique set of activity-visit identifiers from the graph that can now be
used by, for example, an EDC system, to tag each form with a direct reference to the SoA.

The diagram below (Figure 4) shows the SoA in figure 1 re-represented and revised to incorporate
early-dropouts from the study. In this form it is easy to see where and what data will be collected
under various study subject situations with no ambiguity surrounding when a subject may drop-out
nor the activities required thereafter. Using the same machine-readable definition, the associated
table (Figure 5) shows the unique set of activity-visit identifiers from the graph that can now be used
by, for example, an EDC system, to tag each form with a direct reference to the SoA.
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Figure 4: Re-presentation of the schedule of activities shown in figure 1 as a connected graph
including the paths through the study if the study participant leaves the study early (drop-outs, blue
boxes). In this form the procedures and expected data can be un-ambiguously determined for any
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Figure 5: Human readable presentation of the schedule of activities schematic shown in Figure 4 annotated with a unique
identifier associated with each visit-activity combination. These could be used, for example, as an EDC form ID.
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annotated with a unique identifier associated with each visit-activity combination. These could be
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ID. the Lilly Xanomeline Clinical Study Protocol which is publicly
available as an example study resource to support operational proof-of-concept and similar
investigations (https://wiki.ihe.net/images/4/47/Lzzt_protocol_redacted.pdf)
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